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Introduction

This thesis is concerned with the application of spatial sound reproduction
to virtual environments. Spatial hearing is an area that has been extensively explored, and is exhaustively covered in Blauert’s book [1]. Historically,
spatial sound reproduction has been developed from monophonic to conventional stereophonic to multichannel surround reproduction. In a monophonic
system, the listener hears the sound from one point. In a stereophonic system, the sound source can be panned between left and right loudspeaker, and
in multichannel surround systems, sound sources can be heard also behind
the listener. In 3D sound reproduction, the listener also perceives the height
of the sound source.
For several decades, spatial sound in movie theaters has been used for
the sound effects and ambient sounds. Quite recently home theaters have
become common in households, which has made spatial sound systems a part
of everyday living. Another field in which the use of spatial sound is common
is computer games. Most of the newest computer games have spatial sound
included as a crucial part of the game experience. In games, spatial sound
is used to provide information about target locations and background events.
In addition, the player immersion with the game has been increased using
carefully designed music and digital sound effects.
In the literature there are several different definitions for virtual reality
and virtual environments. In this research, the definition by Kalawsky [2] is
used: “Virtual environments are synthetic sensory experiences that communicate physical and abstract components to a human operator or participant.
In a virtual environment, the human is immersed in a computer simulation
that imparts visual, auditory and force sensations.” Another sense-based definition of virtual reality is made by Burdea and Coiffet [3]: “Virtual reality
is a high-end user computer interface that involves real-time simulation and
interactions through multiple sensorial channels. These sensorial modalities
are visual, auditory, tactile, smell and taste.”
Sherman and Craig [4] use a subject oriented view in their definition:
“Virtual reality is a medium composed of interactive simulations that sense
the participant’s position and actions and replace or augment the feedback
with one or more senses, giving the feeling of being mentally immersed or
present in the simulation (a virtual world).”
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So far the visual part has dominated in virtual reality research and spatial
sound reproduction has been an underused feature. Although virtual reality is
defined as multimodal, the audio is typically overruled by visual perception
and even haptics. For example in Kalawsky’s book [2] 95 pages describe
visual displays, 15 pages for haptic devices, and 5 pages for spatial sound
displays. In the book by Burdea and Coiffet [3] on virtual reality technology,
the ratio is 27 pages for visual displays, 18 pages for haptic devices and only
8 pages for spatial sound displays. In the book by Sherman and Craig [4], the
ratio is 48 pages for the visual display, 23 pages for haptic devices, and 13
pages for the spatial sound displays. In all three books most of the pages are
used to explain the visual displays, and the least number of pages is devoted
to auditory displays.
Pressing [5] has explored the different ways to use sound in virtual environments. He has divided sounds into three categories: artistic, informational, and environmental. Category 1 sounds include music and songs. It also
includes virtual musical instruments and other auditory performances constructed in virtual environments. Category 2 sounds include speech, earcons
[6], auditory alerts, and sonification [7]. It focuses on intended information
transfer. Category 3 sounds include ambient sounds and sound effects. Ambient sounds are one of the most common ways to use auditory systems of
virtual environments. These sounds are typically used to set the mood of the
experience in a similar way to the film industry. Ambient sounds increase the
mental immersion.
It is important that the auditory and visual cue are synchronized, if they
are representing the same object. Hahn and Fouad [8] have explored integration of sounds and motions in virtual environments. When sounds and
motions do not have the proper correspondance, the resultant confusion can
lessen the effects of each other.
Spatial sound reproduction in virtual environments have been used to
provide feedback on user actions. The difference between ambient sounds
and interactive sounds is that ambient sounds do not directly respond to the
user’s actions. Interactive sounds in user interfaces have been explored for
several years (see for example papers by Gaver[9, 10], Brewster [11], Mynatt
[12], and Lucas [13]).
Virtual environments can be used for several different application areas.
In flight simulators spatial sound reproduction can be applied to inform the
pilot about the other planes and their locations. In addition, spatial sound
reproduction increases the possibility to recognize different speakers in radio
communication. In computer aided design process, the spatial sound reproduction could provide information about operation and status of the working
machine. In architecture, spatial sound reproduction can be used to represent acoustics. In virtual environment games, the spatial sound reprodution
can be used to localize targets or other important objects. In addition, ambi-

1.1 Aim of the thesis
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ent sounds and digital sound effects are used to get the player better engaged
with playing experience. In scientific visualization the models are often complex and the spatial sound can be used to provide the user better insight to
data. Sound can used to represent data or to localize the most important
points/areas of the data.
In architecture, the most important thing is to reproduce as realistic
sound field as possible. In games, scientific visualization, and flight simulators the directional accuracy is more important, and there is not as strong
need for realism as in architecture.

1.1

Aim of the thesis

The aim of this research is to find out possible ways to apply spatial sound
reproduction to virtual environments, or more precisely, in different virtual
reality applications. There are several common tasks in these applications
in which spatial sound reproduction could be employed such as localization,
navigation, orientation, data representation, object selection, and object manipulation.
In many of these application areas the user is exploring large virtual
worlds. To get insight of the world, the user should be able to localize different parts of the world. In large and complex virtual worlds, visual models
might obscure each other, and spatialized auditory cues could provide additional help for the user to find the locations of interesting objects. In this
research, localization is defined as the user’s ability to define direction and
distance of the target. Localizing objects is one of the most common tasks in
virtual reality applications.
In large virtual worlds the user typically likes to move around. This
makes navigation another common task in virtual worlds. In this research,
navigation is defined as the user’s ability to move from starting point to target. Spatial sound reproduction can provide some guidance to the user, which
would make it easier to navigate. In orientation, auditory cues could be used
to provide information about the different directions, and that way the user is better oriented and could, for example keep him/herself in an upright
position.

1.2

Research questions

The first task in this research was to find out how well people could localize
sounds in a virtual room. The next question was, can spatial auditory cues
increase the navigation performance. Finally, could the spatial auditory cues
provide better orientation awareness to users.
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1.3 Hypotheses
These research questions lead to the following hypotheses, which were explored during this research.
• In a virtual room, it is possible to achieve a good localization accuracy
with a loudspeaker reproduction comparable to a headphone reproduction.
• Additional distracting auditory stimulus decreases the localization accuracy.
• Auditory navigation is possible in a 3D environment even without any
visual cues.
• Simultaneous visual and auditory cues support each other in navigation
and it is more efficient than navigation using visual or auditory cues
alone.
• Spatialized auditory cues improve the user awareness of the orientation.

1.4 Organization of the Thesis
Chapter 2 provides an overview of the spatial hearing and reproduction of the
spatial sound. Related research in localization, navigation, and orientation
are described in Chapter 3. Test environment and method are described in
Chapter 4. In Chapter 5, the main results are represented. Chapter 6 discusses
these results and compare them with results achieved in related experiments
by other researchers. Chapter 7 summarizes and concludes this thesis.
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2

Spatial hearing and
reproduction of spatial audio

This chapter consists of two sections. The first section considers the main
issues of spatial hearing and the second section covers the main methods
used in spatial sound reproduction.

2.1

Spatial hearing

Typically, we associate a sound source with a direction and distance. In other words, we expect that most of the sound sources have a definite spatial
location. Ambient sounds and sounds in reverberant environment have no
definite location. An important difference between hearing and vision is that
vision is limited on field of view, but hearing has no directional limitations.
We can hear sound sources that are behind us or otherwise outside our field
of view.
2.1.1

Ear canal signals

According to Blauert [1], the only information used in spatial hearing is the
sound pressures in ear canals. These ear canal signals very seldom are the
same as the sound signal emanated by a sound source. Over long distances
air absorption affects the signal, ground reflects sound, and inside buildings,
walls, ceiling, and the floor generate more reflections. One signal emanated
from a sound source generates typically a group of sound signals that differ
significantly from the original signal for example in their spectral content. In
addition, they arrive at different times from different directions.
In addition to this, sound signals in ear canals change as a function of
sound source direction relative to a listener. The arrival times of ear canal
signals vary with direction because the ears are located on different sides of
the head. In addition, the listener’s head casts an acoustic shadow that causes
spectral differences in ear canal signals. High frequencies are shadowed more
than lower frequencies. In addition, pinna, head, and torso change the sound
signal. These effects can be represented as free field transfer functions from
a sound source to each ear canal. These functions are called head-related
transfer functions (HRTFs) [1].
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median plane
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horizontal plane

y−axis
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z−axis
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Figure 2.1: Definitions of the median and horizontal planes. Azimuth angle is the
angular difference from the median plane. Elevation angle is the angular difference
from the horizontal plane. Yaw, pitch, and roll are the commonly used rotation
angles around the z, y, and x coordinate axes respectively.

In spatial hearing, listeners use different type of cues [14] such as: spectral content of ear canal signals and level, temporal or spectral differences
between ear canal signals. Monaural cues are decoded from signals arriving
in one ear, and binaural cues are derived from differences in ear canal signals.
2.1.2

Coordinate system for spatial hearing

In spatial hearing two important planes are the median and horizontal plane
(see Figure 2.1). The median plane symmetrically divides the space relative
to a listener into left and right parts. Thus for a sound source located in
the median plane there is no difference between the sounds heard by each
ear. Each point in the median plane is equidistant from both ears, and there
is no arrival time difference for sound signals starting from median plane.
The horizontal plane divides space into upper and lower parts. Each point in
horizontal plane has the same height as ears.
The azimuth angle defines the angular difference from the median plane
(in front of listener) and the elevation angle defines the difference from the
horizontal plane. Directly in front of the listener, the value of the azimuth
and elevation angle is zero. In this research, the azimuth angle is positive,
if the source is located on the right of the median plane and negative if the
source is located on the left of the median plane. Elevation values are positive
when the source is above the horizontal plane and negative when the source
is below the horizontal plane. In this thesis, x-axis is the front-back axis, yaxis is the left-right axis, and z-axis is the up-down axis. Roll is the rotation
angle of the x-axis, pitch is the rotation angle of the y-axis, and yaw is the
rotation angle of the z-axis.
In the following subsections, the main binaural and monaural cues in
localization are presented. Other important concepts and factors relevant to

2.1 Spatial hearing
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spatial hearing are also reported.
2.1.3

Binaural cues

There are two main directional binaural cues that are derived from differences
in ear canal signals. Temporal difference is called interaural time difference
(ITD) and level difference is called the interaural level differences (ILD). ITD
is the primary cue in frequencies below 1.5 kHz and ILD is the primary cue
above that threshold [1]. ITD and ILD are the strongest directional cues.
The ILD is small at low frequencies, regardless of source position because the dimensions of the head and pinna are small compared to the wavelengths of sound at frequencies below 1500 Hz [14].
2.1.4

Monaural spectral cues

Monaural spectral cues are important in elevation perception [14, 15]. The
head, torso, and shape of the pinna affects spectral cues. Use of monaural
spectral cues depends on both adequate high-frequency content in the auditory stimulus, and adequate high-frequency sensitivity on the part of the
listener. Other monaural cues like temporal cues, and overall level are not
important in the localization [14].
2.1.5

Precedence effect

The precedence effect [1] is a mechanism, that helps in the reverberant room
to localize sound sources. In general, it is a psychoacoustic phenomenon
whereby an acoustic signal arriving first at the ears suppresses the ability to
hear any other signals, including echoes and reverberation that arrive about
40 ms after the initial signal, provided that the delayed signals are not significantly louder than the initial signal. The precedence effect searches actively
for transients and uses binaural cues for a short time after transient has occurred. That way it ensures that localization is based on direct sound and
reflections are not able to affect localization. The precedence effect can be
interpreted as an “echo-avoidance” effect. According to Pulkki [15], listening
test and simulation results achieved in anechoic conditions can be applied at
least qualitatively in moderately reverberant conditions due to the precedence
effect, because the direct sound is not changed by room acoustics.
2.1.6

Cone of confusion

The cone of confusion is an important concept in spatial hearing. It is defined
as the set of all possible sound source locations, with the same time difference between ear canal signals [1]. For example sound sources directly in
front, above or back the listener have the same time difference and without
additional cues their locations could not be separate. Front-back confusions
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are commonly reported in static localization experiments. The cone of confusion is effective in situations where the sound source keeps its position in
the cone of confusion and the listener keeps their head still.
2.1.7

Head movements

Tilting of the head changes the monaural spectral cues and rotating the head
changes the binaural cues. These changes can be used in localization. Head
movements decrease the effect of the cone of confusion and improve the
ability to determine the direction of the sound source [1].
2.1.8

Other factors

In addition to ITD, ILD and monaural spectral cues, there are also other factors involved in localization. Wightman and Kistler [14] have explored a
variety of stimuli and listener factors, including stimulus dynamics, source
familiarity, listener expectations, and cue plausibility. According to their
article, the monaural spectral cues are less reliable than ITD and ILD. In
addition, they mentioned that the use of monaural spectral cues depends critically on a listener’s a priori knowledge of source characteristics. They also
completed an experiment with unrealistic ITD or ILD cues. According to
their results, the position judgments were always based on realistic cue, and
listeners ignore the unrealistic cue.
According to Duda [16], the scale of the ILD spectrum determines azimuth, and the shape of the ILD spectrum determines elevation. This applies
to the sources located closer than 2-3 meters from the head. This means
that ITD and ILD alone could provide good accuracy in localization for near
sources.
Middlebrooks [17] explained, that manipulations of the sound source
spectrum, such as narrowband filtering, can generate erroneous localization
responses, especially affecting elevation accuracy. When a stimulus contains
a spectral peak, the localization judgments of subjects vary according to the
center frequency of the peak. The perceived location tends to correspond the
area of space for which the external ear most effectively collects sound at the
frequency of the peak.
2.1.9

Moving sound source

According to Grantham [18], there seems to be two mechanisms in the human
auditory system for the perception of moving sound sources. These mechanisms are a snapshot processor, that operates for rapidly moving events, and
a motion sensitive mechanism that is tuned to slower velocity events.
In addition, Grantham [18] defined a minimum audible movement angle
(MAMA). MAMA is the minimum angle that must be exceeded before it is
possible to perceive the direction of motion of the moving sound source. Un-
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der optimal circumstances (a slowly moving sound presented directly in front
of the subject) the MAMA is between two to five degrees for the azimuth
changes in the horizontal plane. This is larger than minimum audible angle
(MAA) for the static sources, which is about one degree for low-frequency
tones in front of the listener [18]. MAA is the minimum angle that must be
exceeded before it is possible to perceive two static sound sources in different
positions.
2.1.10

How to choose an adequate signal

An adequate signal for this research should be easy to localize and recognize. To use both main binaural cues (ITD and ILD), the signal should have
enough energy below and above 1.5 kHz. In addition, it has been found [15]
that frequencies near 6 kHz are important for elevation perception, at least
while using vector base amplitude panning [19] in spatial sound reproduction. Different kind of noises are typically used in psychoacoustical experiments because as broadband signals, they cover the whole frequency area,
and therefore activate both ITD and ILD.
In addition, the signal should include transients, that trigger the precedence effect. For example, noise bursts are better than continuous noise. In
their experiments, Saberi and Hafter [20] found out that the interaural delay
of the ongoing signal may affect the detectability of the direction of source
movement. In addition, they reported that when two transients and spatially
separated sounds occur within short temporal intervals (<100ms), a single
sound image is perceived that continuously traverses through the spatial extent between the two sound sources.
In auditory signal design, one should be aware of the auditory illusions.
For example, it is possible to generate the illusion of movement with static
sound sources [21]. This situation occurs while using a brief amplitude modulation within a well-defined temporal window (and frequency channel) for
a tonal stimulus under monaural conditions.
Finally, it would be more acceptable, if the chosen signal is not annoying to users. For example, in moving sound source localization experiments
published in [P3-P5], almost all the subjects reported that the continuously
repeating frog sound was irritating.

2.2

Spatial sound reproduction

In spatial sound reproduction, sound source could be produced in any location around the listener. Typically sound sources are divided in two types:
real and virtual sound source. Real sound source is a physical sound source
like a loudspeaker or a musical instrument. A virtual sound source denotes an
auditory object that is perceived in location that does not correspond to any
physical sound source [15]. Two main methods for spatial sound reproduc-
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tion are the use of headphones or loudspeakers. These methods are explained
more in detail in following sections.
2.2.1

Headphone reproduction

In headphone reproduction a sound signal is reproduced directly to the ears.
It is possible to move the perceived location by manipulating the sound signal. Just changing the ITD values can move the perceived azimuth angle of
the sound source location. Takala and Hahn [22] added a simple model for
frequency independent ILD. This method is called the cardioid method, and
it decreases front-back confusions.
More effective spatialization is achieved by using HRTFs. HRTFs are
an intensively studied area in spatial sound reproduction. They can be divided into individualized, and non-individualized ones. Individualized HRTFs
are measured individually for each listener. Often, individual measurements
are not available and the non-individualized HRTFs should be used. Nonindividualized HRTFs can be based on measurements of the other person
ears or ears on the dummy’s head. Non-individualized HRTFs are not as
accurate as individualized HRTFs.
In headphone reproduction, a sound signal can be positioned in any direction if HRTFs for both ears are available [23]. Usually, digital filters are
fitted to measured HRTFs [24]. In reproduction, these filters modify sound
signals the same way as listener’s torso, head, and pinna. If the listener’ss
head moves during the listening, then this movement should be taken account
in processing. This means that in a dynamic environment, a head-tracking
and real time processing of HRTFs are needed for accurate reproduction. In
virtual environments the user typically likes to move around, and the realtime update of the sound source positions is needed.
2.2.2

Loudspeaker reproduction

A variable number of loudspeakers can be used to implement 3D spatial audio. Theoretically 2 loudspeakers are enough for 3D sound reproduction.
HRTF processing and cross talk cancellation [23] are both needed in this
solution. This method has two main limitations 1) the best listening area
(sweet spot) is very limited, and 2) it is critical to listening room conditions.
The full spatial information can be retained only in anechoic chambers or
listening rooms [24].
For home-theaters, the most common multi-loudspeaker system is 5.1
standard [25]. In a 5.1 system, there are five loudspeakers around the user
and a subwoofer for the low frequencies. This is a good method to reproduce
surround sounds provided in movie soundtracks, although it only provides
horizontal direction.
In addition to home-theater systems, there are three commonly applied
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multi-loudspeaker methods: wavefield synthesis (WFS), Ambisonics, and
vector base amplitude panning (VBAP).
Wavefield synthesis
Wave field synthesis (WFS) [26] reconstructs a whole sound field. Theoretically, it is a perfect solution, but it is impractical in most situations. The WFS
produces the sound field accurately only if the loudspeakers are at a maximum distance of a half wavelength from each other. For high frequencies,
this distance is only a few centimeters, which cannot be achieved without a
very large number of loudspeakers. In the horizontal plane using a 100 loudspeaker wave field can be produced spatially accurately for frequencies up
to 1000 Hz. In this case, low-frequency ITD cues are produced accurately.
Producing an accurate three dimensional wave field would need hundreds of
loudspeakers and therefore WFS is not practical for 3D sound reproduction.
Ambisonics
Ambisonics is a recording and reproduction technique [27]. In reproduction,
a special form of amplitude panning is used. A sound signal is applied to all
loudspeakers with different gains, which could be negative or positive. To
get an optimal result, the loudspeakers should be in a symmetric layout. Ambisonics can take place over a 360 degree horizontal only soundstage (pantophonic systems) or over the full sphere (periphonic systems). In 3D sound
reproduction, Ambisonics is typically applied to eight loudspeakers in a cubical array, or to twelve loudspeakers as two hexagons on top of each other.
In Ambisonics, the directional accuracy degrades radically outside the
sweet spot. The virtual sources are localized to the nearest loudspeaker that
produces a signal. The signal arrive from the nearest loudspeaker first to
the listener, and due to precedence effect, the virtual source is localized to
the nearest loudspeaker. This takes place if the signal level of the nearest
loudspeaker is not significantly lower (appr. 15 dB) than other loudspeakers
producing the same signal [1].
Vector base amplitude panning
Vector base amplitude panning (VBAP) is a method used to calculate gain
factors for pair-wise or triplet-wise amplitude panning [19]. The aim of the
VBAP is to produce virtual sources, the direction of which is independendent
of different loudspeaker setups. In 3D sound reproduction the virtual source
is reproduced using the three closest loudspeakers at a time. When the number of the loudspeaker is greater than the three, an automated triangulation
method [28] is used to define the loudspeaker triplets. If the listener moves
away from the supposed listening position, then the direction accuracy does
not decrease with VBAP as much as it does with systems that apply a signal
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to all loudspeakers, such as systems that tune to the phase not only amplitude. VBAP enables arbitrary positioning of loudspeakers, which is a benefit
in a virtual room because in a virtual room, visual displays limit the possible loudspeaker positions. In addition, VBAP is a computationally efficient
method.
Summary
WFS aims to reproduce the complete wave field over a wide area but it is
impractical in 3D sound reproduction. Ambisonics and VBAP attempt to
reproduce the sound at a certain listening point, and they both are suitable
for 3D sound reproduction. VBAP is less sensitive to listening position and
it allows a more arbitrary loudspeaker positioning than Ambisonics. In our
research environment the VBAP was already installed before this research
therefore, VBAP was used in this study. The choice is justified, because
Ambisonics would not provide more accurate spatial sound reproduction than
VBAP, and WFS is impractical in 3D sound reproduction.
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Related research in
localization, navigation, and
orientation

In this chapter, findings from other researchers in localization of the sound
sources are provided. Next, experiments in navigation in virtual environments and navigation using auditory cues are reviewed. Finally, results on
orientation in virtual environments are presented.

3.1

Localization

Localizing real sound source in an anechoic environment is exhaustively covered in [1]. Blauert defined that localization is the law or rule by which the
location of and auditory event (e.g., its direction and distance) is related to a
specific attribute or attributes of an auditory event. Localization blur is the
amount of displacement of the position of the sound source that is recognized
by 50 percent of the experimental subjects as a change in the position of the
auditory event. Accuracy of the spatial hearing is the amount of the localization blur under optimum conditions. In front of the listener, localization
blur in the azimuth is approximately one to four degrees depending on the
signal. In elevation, the localization blur is more signal dependent and it can
vary from four degrees (white noise) up to seventeen degrees (speech by an
unfamiliar person).
According to Blauert [1], the distance of the sound source, and distance
of the perceived auditory event corresponds quite well for familiar signals
such as human speech at its normal loudness. For unfamiliar sounds, localization with respect to distance of the sound source is largely undefined.
Typically, localization experiments cover only the direction measurements
(including experiments reported in publications [P2-P5]).
Auditory localization of static virtual 3D sound sources has been previously tested in several experiments. Most of these tests have used headphone
reproduction with HRTFs [29, 30, 31, 32, 33]. As a part of their localization
experiments, many researchers and research groups like Sandvad [34] and
Martin et al. [35] have measured the localization accuracy of a real source
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(loudspeaker) in an anechoic chamber. The localization accuracy of a virtual
source in amplitude panned loudspeaker reproduction has been reported, for
example, by Pulkki [36, 37, 38]. According to the author’s knowledge, localization experiments have not been accomplished in cave-like virtual rooms
prior to the experiments described in articles [P2-P5].
Comparison of results of different localization experiments is not straightforward for several reasons. Experimental designs, and methods differ. In
some experiments, head movements are allowed and in others they are not.
Different signals are used in experiments, and according to real source experiments [1], they provide different level of accuracy especially in elevation.
Results are reported using azimuth, and elevation errors, or the combined
error angle. Azimuth and elevation errors are the difference between sound
source azimuth and elevation angles and measured azimuth and elevation
angles of the pointing direction. The following formulas are used to calculate
the error angle:
x s = sin(azi s ) ∗ sin(eles )

ys = cos(azi s ) ∗ sin(eles )
z s = cos(eles )

x m = sin(azi m ) ∗ sin(elem )

ym = cos(azi m ) ∗ sin(elem )
z m = cos(elem )

Err or angle = arccos(x s ∗ x m + ys ∗ ym + z s ∗ z m ),
where azi s is the azimuth angle of the source, and eles is the elevation
angle of the source measured as in Figure 2.1. Corresponding angles for the
measured direction are azi m and elem . [x|y|z][s|m] are cartesian coordinates
on a unit sphere for the source and measured direction. Err or angle is the
shortest angular distance on a unit sphere between the sound source and the
measured location that is the angle between the vectors pointing from the
listener to the sound source and its perceived location respectively.
In localization experiments, a direction indication method provides information about the perceived location. Researchers have used several different direction indication methods like graphical response screen [39, 33],
adjusting a reference sound [40, 37, 38], pointing on a schematic drawing of
the loudspeaker setup [41], a head mounted laser pointer [35], nose pointing
[17, 42] or a tracked toy gun [34].
Djelani et al. [32] have compared three different direction indication
methods: the Bochum-Sphere technique (also known as GELP), finger pointing and head pointing. In the Bochum-Sphere technique the position of the
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auditory event is indicated on a sphere representing auditory space. According to their results, finger pointing and head pointing were superior to the
Bochum-Sphere technique for localization experiments.
In experiments reported by Djelani et al. [32], they compared the effect
of the head movements in localization accuracy. They used individualized
HRTFs in reproductions and white noise as a stimulus. According to their
results, allowing head movements significantly increases the localization accuracy.
Begault et al. [33] evaluated the effects of the following variables in
accuracy: head movements, individualized HRTFs, and early and diffuse reflections. According to their results, the inclusion of reverberation decreased
azimuth error and increased elevation error. An interesting result is that with
speech signal, individualized HRTFs and allowing the head movements did
not improve the localization accuracy. Authors emphasized that results may
differ when broadband stimuli are used.
In his experiment Sandvad [34] drew the following conclusion on localization of virtual and real sources: Subjects localized virtual sound sources
almost as well as real sound sources, but the increase in elevation error was
statistically significant. Virtual sources were reproduced using headphone
reproduction with HRTFs.
Martin et al. [35] achieved the same localization accuracy with real
sources and virtual sources. In their experiment, they had only three subjects
and they used gaussian noise as the broadband auditory stimulus. As well,
they used headphone reproduction with the HRTFs for the virtual sources.
In their stereophonic panning paper, Pulkki and Karjalainen reported
[36], that subjects could localize most natural broadband signals to an intended direction with a fairly good accuracy. According to their results, localization of broadband signals is defined mostly by low-frequency ITD and
high-frequency ILDs. If a virtual source contains frequencies only above the
1100 Hz, the localization will be based mostly on ILD cues, which makes
the virtual source direction more spread. In addition, the perceived direction
varied between the subjects.
In a follow up paper to [36] Pulkki explored the localization of panned
virtual sources in two-dimensional and three-dimensional situations [37].
According to results stimulus should include high-frequency components
near 4 kHz to ensure good accuracy in elevation perception. With the broadband stimulus (pink noise) the subjects consistently perceived the azimuth
direction. Perceived elevation directions of amplitude-panned virtual sources
varied between subjects.
In virtual environments there typically are delays in communication between the tracking system, application, and spatial sound reproduction. The
effect of the latency in localization of HRTFs reproduced sound sources is
explored for example by Wenzel [39]. According to results elevation con-
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fusions and error angles increased with latency, although the increases were
significant only for the largest latency tested, 500 ms. Wenzel reminded, that
other tasks, such as tracking an auditory-visual virtual object, may be much
more sensitive to latency effects.

3.2 Navigation
In the literature navigation is often divided into two subtasks, way-finding
and travel [4]. Way-finding is knowing where you are and how to get where
you want to go. Travel is the act of moving through a space.
Different aspects of navigation in virtual environments have been actively explored. For example, Steck and Mallot [43] explored the role of local
and global visual landmarks in virtual environment navigation. According
to their results, some of the subjects used only local landmarks while others relied exclusively on global landmarks. Some of the subjects used local
landmarks in one location and global landmarks at the other. This experiment used visual landmarks. Auditory beacons could be used as auditory
landmarks.
Ruddle and Payne [44] have investigated components of subjects’ spatial knowledge when they navigated large-scale virtual buildings using a nonimmersive virtual environment. According to their results, familiarity with
the model was the most important factor in subjects navigation performance.
However when a compass was given to subjects, there was no increase in
their performance, which was a little bit surprising.
Chen and Stanney [45] proposed a theoretical model of wayfinding that
can be used to guide the design of navigational aiding in virtual environments. They divided navigation in three subprocesses: cognitive mapping,
wayfinding plan development, and movement through an environment. In addition, taxonomy of navigational tools was proposed that would divide them
into five functional categories: 1. tools that can display an individual’s current position, 2. tools that can display an individual’s current orientation, 3.
tools that can log an individual’s movements, 4. tools that can demonstrate
the surrounding environment, and 5. guided navigational systems. In the real
world, GPS receivers can take care of categories 1, 2, and 3.
In the following experiments, auditory cues in navigation are explored.
According to the navigation tool taxonomy these all are experiments with
category 5 tools. Auditory cues can provide information about the locations,
that are not in the field of view or otherwise not visible.
One of the first reported experiments using spatial auditory display in
virtual reality navigation experiment is by Darken and Sibert [46]. In their
navigation experiment, they used the AudioCube eight loudspeaker system
to provide spatialized virtual sources. They were added to the start location
as a cue for the homing task. The audio signal was used for rough direction
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finding.
Loomis et al. [47] focused on the development of a navigational system
for visually impaired people. They evaluated guidance performance in a 2D
navigation experiment as a function of four different display modes: one involving spatialized sound from a virtual acoustic display, and three involving
verbal commands issued by a synthetic speech display. In this experiment
spatialized sound was better than any of the verbal command methods.
AudioGPS [48] was designed to be a minimal attention user interface
for the sighted person who is simultaneously involved in other demanding
tasks. Direction was indicated by amplitude panning a virtual source. To
avoid front-back confusion a different tone was used for the front and back
directions. In addition, the angular difference between the travel path and
destination were sonified using pitch difference. Distance information were
sonified using Geiger counter metaphor. Tempo of the pulses of sound increased as a destination was approached. AudioGPS was found suitable for
locating target on foot, but it was too slow in response to rapid changes of
direction to be suitable for car driving.
Optiverse (Sherman and Craig [4], page 340) uses distance sonification
to guide the user. Two sounds of the same timbre are emitted, and they differ
in frequency based on the distance from the destination.
Rutherford et al. [49] proposed the use of auditory beacons to aid emergency egress from buildings, ships, oil exploration platforms and aeroplanes.
Navigation is typically explored using task based experiments. Subjects
travel to specific locations or follow a predefined route. In the following
experiments, these specific locations and route waypoints are marked using
an auditory cue.
In our preliminary 2D navigation experiment headphones were used [50].
In this experiment, we compared three different stimuli, three different panning methods, and three different acoustic conditions. According to our results, pink noise provide the better navigation performance than artificial flute
and guitar. In addition, anechoic condition provides better performance than
reverberant conditions.
Walker et al. completed two 2D navigation experiments [51, 52] using headphone reproduction with non-individualized HRTFs. In their experiment, the subject’s task was to walk a predefined route. The route was marked
using auditory waypoints. One waypoint at a time was audible. The capture
radius is a radius around the waypoint that is considered close enough so that
a current waypoint could be muted and the next waypoint can appear. They
have found that the type of auditory cue affects navigation performance [51].
According to their results, noise burst provides better performance than pure
tone and sonar pulses.
In their follow up experiment [52], Walker et al. explored the effect of the
size of the capture radius using the same set of the auditory cues as in their
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previous experiment. In their experiment, the medium size radius was the
slowest but the normalized path lengths were the shortest. The largest radius
was the fastest, but subjects travelled longer path lengths. With the smallest
radius, subjects travelled the longest path lengths because the subjects had
some difficulties finding the waypoints. The smallest radius was faster than
the middle radius, and slower than the largest radius.

3.3 Orientation
Bowman et al. [53] explored the effects of various travel techniques in an
immersive virtual environment on the spatial orientation of the users. Spatial orientation here means the sense of position and orientation. Although
navigation is divided into two parts in the literature: way-finding, and travel,
people do not separate their navigation in this way, and the method of travel
may have an effect on spatial orientation. According to their results, subjects
performed better in 2D conditions than in 3D conditions. Travel techniques
generated no significant differences.
According to Lackner et al. [54], spatial orientation is a substantial component for the sense of presence in real and virtual environments. Thus, body
position in relation to the structural features and dependencies of the spatial
surroundings have a profound influence on perceived spatial orientation. In
virtual environments, it is possible to create visual perspectives that would be
impossible under terrestrial conditions. This kind of perspective could give
rise to illusory changes in self-orientation and visual orientation. These illusions should be taken account when a virtual environment is used to train
spatial knowledge of a real environment.
According to the author’s knowledge, there is no published auditory orientation experiments in virtual environments available.
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Test environment and method

In this chapter, virtual reality technology in general, and the research environment are first presented. Next, the scheme for task based auditory experiments is presented. The last part of this chapter is used to describe how this
scheme is applied in localization, navigation, and orientation experiments.

4.1

Virtual reality technology

To achieve the immersion described in Chapter 1, different display technologies and interaction devices have been used. Methods for spatial audio reproduction were covered in Chapter 2.
Virtual reality technology is not the new invention as people commonly
believe. Forty years ago, Ivan Sutherland built Ultimate Display [3], which
consisted of two cathode ray tube (CRTs) mounted along the users ears. Due
to the weight of the display, Sutherland supported the display using a mechanical arm, which was also used as a mechanical tracking system.
Burdea and Coiffet [3] divided visual displays into two classes according to number of users: personal displays, and large-volume displays. Latter
displays allowed for several users. Head-mounted displays (HMDs), handsupported displays, floor-supported displays, and autostereoscopic monitors
belong to personal visual display category. Large-volume displays could be
divided to monitor based (single or side-by-side CRTs) and projector based
displays like workbenches, CAVEs [55], display walls, and domes. Spatial
sound reproduction with headphones (see section 2.2.1) is especially suitable
to use with HMDs, because headphones are easy to integrate with HMDs,
and head-tracking is typically included. Loudspeaker reproduction (see section 2.2.2) is suitable with large-volume displays, especially with cave-like
environments, because they are planned to be multiuser environments.
Most of the interaction in the virtual environment depend on knowledge
of real-time position and orientation of the moving objects like interaction
devices in the user’s hand. A tracker is a device that provides this information
to the virtual reality applications. There are several alternatives for tracking
like mechanical, magnetic, ultrasonic, inertial, and optical trackers. Wireless
trackers are the most suitable option but they are also the most expensive
solution. Mechanical trackers are impractical for cave-like environments,
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because they are hard to implement inside them.
Experiments reported in this thesis were accomplished in a cave-like environment and are explained more in detail in the following subsection.

4.2 Research environment
All experiments were done in a virtual room of the Helsinki University of
Technology called EVE [56]. EVE is a cave-like virtual room with four
visual displays, three walls and a floor, as seen in Figure 4.1. In EVE there are
fourteen Genelec 1029A loudspeakers and one subwoofer for spatial audio
reproduction. Virtual sound sources are reproduced using VBAP.
Most of the loudspeakers are located behind the visual display screens
as seen in Figure 4.1. The screen between the loudspeaker and listener affects the perceived sound signal. Measurements in EVE have shown that high
frequencies of direct sound are attenuated more than 10 dB. Compensation
filters are used to equalize the frequency response. Detailed descriptions of
the screen compensation and implementation details of the audio reproduction system are described in articles [57, 58].

Figure 4.1: Schematic drawing of the EVE (courtesy of Seppo Äyräväinen).

For tracking the direction indication device, an Ascension Motionstar
magnetic tracker was used. According to the manufacturer’s technical specification 1 , its accuracy (see Table 4.1) is as high or even higher than accuracy
of human auditory localization [1], and therefore it is good enough for the
experiments. In localization experiments a tracked baton was applied as a direction indication method and a custom made wand as an interaction device.
The wand consists of a radio mouse (Locitech Surfman) and a tracker sensor. In navigation and orientation experiments, the wand was used to control
direction and velocity of the movements. The gesture of pushing a wand but1 http://www.ascension-tech.com/products/motionstar.php (visited 10th of October
2005)
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Table 4.1: Accuracy of the Ascension Motionstar magnetic tracking system according to the manufacturers technical specification.

1.52 m range

3.05 range

Position
Static accuracy
Static resolution

0.76 cm
0.08 cm

1.50 cm
0.25 cm

Orientation
Static accuracy
Static resolution

0.5o
0.1o

1.0o
0.2o

ton and moving the wand in space defines vector, the length and direction of
which are translated into motion speed and direction in a virtual space. The
turning of the wand control the rotations.
4.2.1

Changes in environment during the research

After experiments described in the articles [P2-4], a systematic error in elevation measurements was found. The measured elevation was consistently
above sound source elevation.
Due to this systematic error in elevation perception, the localization for
different directions was explored more in detail with informal testing using the following method. A set of different stimuli (high- and low-pass
filtered noise and some filtered speech signals) that could be interactively
changed was used. The virtual sound source was moved interactively using our tracked baton as an auditory pointer. Using this interactive method,
comparison and investigation of different sound source direction stimulus
combinations was efficient. With this informal listening test, it was found
that elevation perception might have been distracted by quite loud ceiling reflections. Due to this finding, sound absorbing material was added above the
screens to diminish the effect of those reflections.
In addition, it was found that the original direction indication method
with the tracked baton produced elevation error of about five degrees due to
the way the user held the baton in the experiment. To minimize error, the
tracked baton was equipped with a handle and a sight.
The third possible source for systematic error was the calibration method
used to adjust and equalize the levels of each loudspeaker. Previously, white
noise was used as a calibration signal. With that signal, room modes at low
frequencies might have affected the calibration. To minimize the effect of the
room modes, the calibration signal was changed to narrow-band noise near
1000 Hz.
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After the three step enhancements, the environment was measured again
and no systematic error was found.

4.3 Method
Since the goal is to determine how well and accurately the user can perform
in different tasks, task based user tests were chosen as a research method. In
localication experiments, the subject’s task was to point to the direction of
the perceived location of the target sound source. In navigation experiments,
the subject’s task based action was to fly through a predefined track. In the
orientation experiment, the task-based action was to fly a predefined route
inside an architectural model. During the route, subjects needed to keep the
model as upright position as possible. Subjects had a training period, which
included one or more subtasks, before the experiments. In all experiments,
the order of the subtasks was randomized to avoid the learning effect. In
addition, in all experiments the subjects were asked to stay in the middle of
the EVE. This was controlled by the test conductor.
According to Zahorik et al. [59], there is no significant difference in localization performance between the anechoic virtual world and echoic virtual
world. However, in our preliminary navigation experiment [50], we found
that the anechoic situation was most suitable for navigation tasks. As a result, it was decided that all experiments would be conducted in an anechoic
virtual world.
signal

reproduction

perception

action

measurement

Figure 4.2: Scheme for task based auditory experiments.

There are five factors affecting the results of the auditory experiments
as seen in Figure 4.2. Each of these factors affects the measured results. If
the signal does not provide enough cues, then its localization is inaccurate.
Broadband signals such as pink noise use both main binaural localization
cues (ITD and ILD). In a virtual room, the screen between the loudspeaker
and listener produces a coloration of the perceived sound signal. In addition,
the virtual room has its own acoustics and reverberation. The reproduction
could have reflections that shift the perceived location of the stimulus.
Virtual sources are perceived more inaccurately than real sources. Localization accuracy of the auditory cues is, at best, one degree in azimuth angle
and four degrees in elevation angle [1]. Subject’s task based actions provide
their own inaccuracy, and in addition, all the measurements are dependent
on the accuracy of our tracking system. For the task based actions, the wand
and the tracked baton described in section 4.2 were used. In virtual environments, there are many other possible interaction methods and devices, but
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these were not in the scope of this research.
4.3.1

Localization experiment

There were three different localization experiments: static sound source [P5],
moving sound source [P5], and moving sound source with distracting auditory stimulus [P4]. All localization experiments were accomplished without
any visual cue. In the static sound source and moving sound source experiments described in [P5], there were eight non-paid volunteers. In the moving sound source experiment with distracting auditory stimulus described in
[P4], there were also eight non-paid volunteers. Six of them were the same
as in the other experiments described in [P5]. In all experiments, each of the
subjects reported having normal hearing, although this was not verified with
audiometric tests.
In the static sound source experiment [P5], a pink noise burst played in
a continuous loop was used as a stimulus. Total length of the burst was 820
ms with 20 ms attack and release time. There was 30 ms break between
the bursts. Guidelines for selecting an adequate stimulus are presentend in
section 2.1.10,
In the moving sound source experiments [P4,P5], there were three different stimuli: pink noise (one minute long sample), music (2 minutes 45
seconds long excerpt from The Wall by Pink Floyd) and a frog croak (0.5
second long). In the experiments, the stimuli were played continuously in
a loop. These signals had a different spectral content. Pink noise covered
the whole audible frequency range without temporal structure. Music was a
broadband signal that had a clear temporal structure. The croak sound had
most of its energy below 2 kHz.
In all these experiments [P4,P5], the measured azimuth and elevation
values for perceived location were recorded as well as the azimuth and elevation values for the sound source location. In the static sound source experiment, the target stayed in one position, and in the moving sound source
experiments subjects followed the movement of the target by pointing to its
perceived location with the pointing device.
During the experiment, the subjects could freely turn their head and
body. The subjects pointed to the perceived location of the target sound with
a pointing device and indicated it by clicking a button. In the static sound
source experiment [P5], after the subjects clicked the button, the sound was
muted. The next sound was played after a short pause.
In the moving sound source experiment [P5], after the user clicked the
button, a signal was heard that indicated that the target sound had started to
move. The subject’s task was to follow the movement of the perceived sound
source by pointing to it with a pointing device. The end of the movement was
indicated using an end signal. There was a short pause before the next sound
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was played.
In the moving sound source with the distracting auditory stimulus experiment [P4], the target sound was first played in a starting position without
the distracting stimulus. After the subjects clicked the button of the wand,
they heard a signal that indicated that the target sound had started to move.
Simultaneously, the additional distracting sound started. In this experiment,
the distracting stimulus was always the same as the target sound but with different timing and gain. The gain of the distracting sound was 10 dB less than
the gain of the target sound.
In auditory localization experiment, the direction indication method should
be at least as accurate as human auditory perception. In experiments described in [P2-P4], a tracked baton was used as a pointing device. In experiments described in [P5], a handle and sight was attached to a tracked baton
for more accurate pointing.
4.3.2

Navigation experiment

A game-like experience was designed for the navigation experiments [P6,
P7]. Subjects flew through a predefined track that was located inside a large,
visible protein-drug complex. Track corners, called gates, were indicated
with visual and/or auditory stimulus. Each run started in the middle of the
virtual world and the first gate of the track was randomly chosen. Each run
lasted a fixed time and the number of found gates was recorded.
Two navigation experiments were accomplished: a comparison of auditory, visual, and audio-visual cues [P6] and a comparison of different auditory cues [P7]. In the first experiment [P6], the visual cue was a white ball, the
auditory cue was pink noise bursts with 1/r -law distance attenuation (thus
this stimulus is called Gain in the next experiment [P7]) and the audio-visual
cue combined the visual and auditory cue.
In comparison to different auditory cues [P7], there were four different
auditory stimuli and no visual cue. The first auditory stimulus Gain, was
the same used in the audio-visual test. In the second signal Gain+Rate, the
distance to the next gate was indicated with a density of bursts. The third
signal Gain+Pitch consisted of noise bursts and a narrow-band noise, the
center frequency of which represented the height of the sound source. The
fourth signal, All, combined all cues.
In comparison to the auditory, visual and audio-visual cue [P6], there
were nine non-paid subjects and for the comparison of different auditory cues
[P7], there were eight non-paid subjects.
4.3.3

Orientation experiment

There were eight non-paid subjects in the orientation experiment [P8]. In
the orientation experiment, subjects flew a predefined route inside an archi-
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tectural model. During the route, subjects had to keep the model as upright
as possible. An auditory artificial horizon was designed for this experiment
[P8]. An obvious way to use 3D audio for orientation information is to mark
the ends of the coordinate axes with auditory beacons in front and on the side.
When both beacon sounds are heard at the ear level, both roll and pitch angles
are close to zero. However, since elevation perception is not very accurate,
this was found to be impractical in our informal tests. In addition, as Benson
[60] discussed, a sound source, fixed with respect to the observer, does not
give an intuitive feeling of orientation.
A better way to indicate disorientation was found by applying a "ball
on a plate" metaphor; when the plate is tilted i.e. deviated from the upright
position, the ball starts to roll to the direction pointing downwards. This
metaphor was applied to the 3D auditory display so that sound was heard
from the direction tilting downwards. In fact, with this metaphor the elevation
information (spatial disorientation) was mapped to the azimuth angle. From
the point of view of human spatial hearing, this mapping is more optimal
since the azimuth perception is more accurate than the elevation perception
[1].
Three different auditory stimuli were applied for the auditory artificial
horizon in this experiment [P8]. All auditory stimuli were based on pink
noise bursts. In the first stimulus, the amount of tilt was used as a gain factor.
When the model was oriented, the stimulus was inaudible.
In the second stimulus, the pulse rate of the noise burst was varied according to amount of tilting. If the model was oriented upright, the rate was
0.7 Hz. The maximum rate was 8 Hz. In other cases, the rate of the stimulus
was 2.4 Hz.
In the third case, a narrow band-pass noise was added to the stimulus.
The center frequency of the noise varied from 50 Hz (when oriented) to 2
kHz.
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Results

In this chapter, the main results of the localization, navigation, and orientation experiments reported in [P2-P8] are presented.

5.1 Localization
In analysis, azimuth, elevation and error angle as defined in section 3.1 were
used. Localization results are presented using median error 1 . The median is
a robust estimate of the center of a sample of data, since outliers have little
effect on it. The main results are from experiments described in [P4] and
[P5].
5.1.1

Direction indication method

As a part of the static source experiment described in [P5], the pointing accuracy of the direction indication method was measured using ten visual targets
(covering the visual display area) for each subject. These measurements were
taken before the auditory stimulus experiment.
1 for example median elevation error = median(abs(measured elevation - source elevation))
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Figure 5.1: Box plot of the error in visually guided response using the device used
in the localization experiment. The left and right lines of the "box" are the 25th
and 75th percentiles of the sample. The line in the middle of the box is the sample
median. If the median is not centered in the box, that is an indication of skewness.
The "whiskers" show the extent of the rest of the sample. The notches in the box
are a graphic confidence interval about the median of a sample. A side-by-side
comparison of two notched box plots is the graphical equivalent of a t-test.
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Figure 5.1 shows the results of these measurements. The median difference from the target was 0.68 degrees (standard deviation 2.41 degrees) in
azimuth and 0.61 degrees (standard deviation 3.24 degrees) in elevation. According to this, the direction indication method is approximately as accurate
as the human auditory localization accuracy as its best.
5.1.2

Static sound source

In the static experiment[P5], there were 14 real source (loudspeakers) positions, and 14 virtual source positions between loudspeakers. Each position
was presented twice with the screen compensation on and twice without it
for each subject. In total, each subject had to localize 112 source positions.
In this experiment, a pink noise burst was used as an auditory stimulus, and
no visual stimulus were used.
Angular position of each presented sound source and the corresponding
pointing response were recorded. For analysis, and for the Figures 5.3, and
5.4, each measurement was rotated so that the presented source was at the
coordinate system origin (in front of the subject). This was motivated by the
fact that the subjects were instructed to turn towards the sound source. Using
this coordinate system, we calculated the error angles as deviations from the
source azimuth and elevation or in other words origin.
The median of the error angles for real sources without screen compensation was 9.5 degrees and with screen compensation it was 8.5 degrees.
Median of error angles for virtual sources was 16.3 degrees and 15.5 degrees
with and without screen compensation, respectively. Figure 5.2 shows more
detailed statistics with the error angle broken down into its azimuth and elevation components. All medians of errors for real and virtual sources with
and without screen compensation are presented in Table 5.1.
Table 5.1: Median of error (in degrees) for real and virtual static sound sources
with and without screen compensation. [P5]

Azimuth

Elevation

Error angle

with screen compensation
Real source
4.5o
Virtual source
4.9o

5.7o
11.6o

8.5o
15.5o

7.3o
9.5o

9.5o
16.3o

without screen compensation
Real source
4.4o
Virtual source
6.5o

For the virtual sources the azimuth accuracy is slightly better with screen
compensation, however, the elevation accuracy is slightly better without screen
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Figure 5.2: Box plots of pointing error for real and virtual static sources with and
without screen compensation [P5].

compensation. These differences, however, are smaller than the deviation of
our direction indication method. For both source types, the measured response errors with and without screen compensation are in the same area and
the deviations are similar to those seen in Figures 5.3 and 5.4. The similarity
of accuracy and deviations is clearly seen in Figure 5.2.
We analyzed three factors from the measured data: effect of screen compensation, source type, and subjects. According to Lilliefors test [61], this
data set was not normally distributed, and therefore, it does not fulfill the
analysis of variance (ANOVA) assumptions. Thus, we applied the KruskalWallis test, which is a non-parametric version of the one-way ANOVA. Exact
p-values obtained in the analysis with corresponding H0:hypotheses are presented in Table 5.2.
Localization accuracy for the real sources and the virtual sources is statistically significantly different for azimuth error (χ 2 = 24.62, p < 0.05), elevation error (χ 2 = 36.18, p < 0.05), and error angle (χ 2 = 96.91, p < 0.05).
In the statistical analysis, the effect of screen compensation is not significant for azimuth error (χ 2 = 1.73, p > 0.05), elevation error (χ 2 = 0.42,
p > 0.05), and error angle (χ 2 = 0.70, p > 0.05). Since the screen compensation did not affect localization accuracy, we kept it on in the follow up
experiment with moving sound sources, because it equalize the frequency
response.
Differences between the subjects are statistically significant for azimuth
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Figure 5.3: Measured response errors for real sources (loudspeakers). The resolution of the azimuth grid is 20 degrees and elevation grid 10 degrees. On the
left values with screen compensation ’x’ and on the right values without screen
compensation ’+’ [P5].
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Moving sound source

In the moving sound source experiment[P5], two different trajectories (see
Figure 5.10) and three different auditory stimuli were used. Each pathstimulus combination was presented four times to each subject. Each subject
conducted 24 trajectory tasks.
The error values for successive samples in a trajectory are dependent on
each other, because of physical inertia. Statistical analysis methods assume
independent values. To achieve this, we took median values for each separate
trajectory and used these values.
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Table 5.2: H0 hypotheses and p-values obtained with Kruskal-Wallis test. Statistically significant p-values less than 0.05 are in bold [P5].

Azimuth

Elevation

Error angle

H0: Accuracies for real and virtual sources
are not different
0.00
0.00

0.00

H0: Screen compensation does not affect on accuracy
All sources
0.19
0.52
0.40
Real source
0.69
0.13
0.36
Virtual source
0.03
0.03
0.65
H0: Subjects do not differ in accuracy
All sources
0.00
0.00
Real source
0.00
0.00
Virtual source
0.00
0.03

0.00
0.00
0.16

Table 5.3: Median error in degrees in the moving sound source experiment for
each stimulus and in general [P5].

Noise
Music
Frog
All

Azimuth
12.8o
14.6o
12.6o
13.4o

Elevation
13.2o
11.7o
10.1o
11.5o

Error angle
21.8o
21.7o
19.3o
20.8o

The overall medians and the medians for each separate stimulus are presented in Table 5.3. The overall median of error was 13.4 degrees in azimuth,
11.5 degrees in elevation, and 20.8 degrees in error angle. Figure 5.5 shows
more detailed statistics with the error angle broken down to its azimuth and
elevation components.
We analyzed two factors from the measured data: effect of signals and
subjects. As in the static case, the data set was not normally distributed, and
therefore we applied the Kruskal-Wallis test. Exact p-values obtained in the
analysis and corresponding H0 hypotheses are presented in Table 5.4.
Differences in measured localization accuracy between the subjects are
statistically significant for azimuth error (χ 2 = 15.33, p < 0.05), elevation
error (χ 2 = 81.13, p < 0.05), and error angle (χ 2 = 28.05, p < 0.05). Differences between the stimuli are also statistically significant for azimuth error
(χ 2 = 7.79, p < 0.05), elevation error (χ 2 = 9.90, p < 0.05), and error angle
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(χ 2 = 7.95, p < 0.05).

Table 5.4: H0 hypotheses and exact p-values obtained with Kruskal-Wallis test
[P5].

Azimuth

Elevation

Error angle

H0: There is a no difference between the subjects
0.03
0.00
0.00
H0: There is a no difference between the stimuli
0.02
0.01
0.02

Noise

Error angle

Music
Frog

Noise

Elevation

Music
Frog

Noise

Azimuth

Music
Frog
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Figure 5.5: Box plots of error in the moving sound source experiment for each
stimuli [P5].

As seen in Figure 5.6, the achieved accuracy in azimuth is more or less
the same for each subject. However, the most accurate subject in elevation
has a median error (6.6 degrees) that is almost three times smaller than the
error of the most inaccurate subject (18.6 degrees). The most inaccurate
subject in elevation was the most accurate subject in azimuth.
Considering the dynamic behavior of pointing, there is a latency in start
and turns as seen in Figure 5.10. For example in the time-azimuth and timeelevation plots on the left, there is a three to four seconds delay, before the
subjects start to follow the movement of the target source. In both timeazimuth plots, it is possible to see that responses follow the moving source
with delay. When the azimuth is increasing, most of the measured values are
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Figure 5.6: Azimuth and elevation error medians in the moving sound source
experiment for each subject. Subjects are ordered according to their elevation accuracy [P5].

smaller than the source azimuth value, and when the azimuth is decreasing
the measured values are greater than the source value. This is not clearly seen
in time-elevation plots.
In Figure 5.10 on the left, the measured trajectories are bent at their
latter ends towards a loudspeaker located -90 degrees in azimuth and -39 in
elevation. In the time-azimuth plot, the average measured end azimuth value
varies from -90 to -100 degrees. The end azimuth value of the target sound
was -110 degrees.
On the right of the time-azimuth plot, there is a stepwise behavior in the
trajectory. In addition, the movement of measured location continued after
the source stopped.
Comparing the time-azimuth and time-elevation plots, it is easy to see
that subjects have less variability in their azimuth accuracy than in their elevation accuracy. The box plots in Figure 5.5 support this.
5.1.4

Moving sound source effect of the distracting auditory stimulus

In the distracting auditory stimulus experiment [P4], there were three different target trajectories, one static distracting sound position and two different
distracting sound trajectories and three different stimuli. For each subject,
each possible combination was presented once, which equals 27 tasks per
subject.
In [P4], the effect of the distracting auditory stimulus in localization of
the moving sound source was measured. In comparison with results achieved
in [P3], the median azimuth error increased almost five degrees (from 12.5
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to 17.0). In the median elevation error, the increase was insignificant (from
24.1 to 25.4). Also, in this experiment the differences between the signals
were insignificant.

5.2

Navigation

The main results of the audio-visual, and different auditory cue navigation
experiments are described in this section. These experiments are described
in more detail in publications [P6, P7].
For each subject, the number of gates found during the run was recorded.
In addition, the time and location information were recorded. From the measured data three factors were analyzed: the number of found gates, search
time between the gates, and normalized path length2. The statistical analysis was not made with analysis of variance (ANOVA), since group variances
were not equal. The Kruskal-Wallis test was applied instead.
5.2.1

Comparison of audio-visual, visual and auditory navigation [P6]

Nine non-paid subjects completed the test so that each of the three cues was
presented twice to each subject. The results shows that navigation with audiovisual cues is remarkably easier and faster than with auditory or visual cue
alone. Median values of found gates in three minutes were 8 (auditory cue),
18.5 (visual cue), and 28 (audio-visual cue) gates. This difference is statistically significant ( p = 0.00) and all three group means differ from each other.
The same statistically significant difference was also found for the search
times and normalized path lengths. These differences are seen in box plots in
Figure 5.7.
5.2.2

Comparison of different auditory cues [P7]

Four different auditory stimuli (Gain, Gain+Pitch, Gain+Rate, and All, see
section 4.3.2) were applied in this experiment. Each cue type was presented
twice to each subject (N = 8) in randomized order. The statistical analysis
was performed with the same methods as in audio-visual test.
Although with the Gain+Pitch stimulus the number of found gates was
the largest, the difference is not statistically significant ( p = 0.10). Difference
in search times and normalized path lengths are statistically significant ( p =
0.00 and p = 0.00). Post hoc analyzes showed that with search times the
mean ranks of Gain+Pitch and All differ significantly from the mean rank
of Gain. Correspondingly, the mean rank of Gain+Pitch differs significantly
from the mean ranks of Gain and Gain+Rate with normalized path lengths.
Box plots of these are seen in Figure 5.8.
2 normalized

path length = travelled path length / distance between gates
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Figure 5.7: Results of the audio-visual navigation test [P6].

5.3 Orientation
In the orientation experiment [P8], there were four types of conditions: visual, gain, rate, and pitch. In the visual condition, a subject went through the
route withour any auditory cues. The experiment consisted of two test sets
and each condition was used once for each subject in both sets. Experiment
details are described in [P8].
The amount of disorientation is measured and analyzed using absolute
values of recorded pitch and roll angles (defined in Figure 2.1). In the analysis, the medians of the absolute values of angles throughout the route were
used.
The main results are from the analysis of the second set. The amount of
time to accomplish the task is not condition dependent ( p = 0.73). With pitch
angle, the difference between the visual condition and auditory conditions is
statistically significant ( p = 0.00). With roll angle, the difference between
the visual condition and auditory conditions is smaller than with pitch angle
error, but the difference is statistically significant ( p = 0.04). Differences
between the visual condition and auditory conditions are seen in Figure 5.9.
There were a big differences between the subjects. With roll angle error,
the most accurate subject was more accurate with his worst condition than
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Figure 5.8: Results of the different auditory stimulus signals. [P7]
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the least accurate subjects with their most accurate conditions. In particular,
there was a lot of variation in the visual condition.
After the test, subjects were asked to put the auditory conditions in subjective order. In this evaluation, all eight subjects put conditions in the same
order: gain (best), pitch, and rate.
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Figure 5.10: Plots of trajectories used in the moving sound source experiment.
The position of the simulated sound source is indicated with a thick black line and
the measured trajectories are indicated with dotted lines. Medians of the measured
trajectories are indicated with a thick dashed line. In azimuth-elevation plots, the
locations of the loudspeakers are indicated with black circles. The resolution of the
azimuth grid is 20 degrees and elevation grid 10 degrees. Waypoints of trajectories
are defined as follows Left column: the starting point (-110 degrees in azimuth, 35
degrees in elevation), the turning point (-20, 0) and the end point (-110, -35). Right
column: the starting point (45, -20), the first turning point (-45, -20), the second
turning point (0, 35) and the end point of the target sound is the same as the starting
point. [P5]
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Discussion

6.1 Localization
In this section, the analysis of results of the static sound source [P5], moving
sound source [P5], and moving sound source with distracting stimulus [P4]
experiments is provided. Afterwards, a discussion about the other issues is
included.
6.1.1

Static sound source

We compared our results with previous results achieved using pointing as a
direction indication method. As seen in Table 6.1, localization accuracy of
static real sources in EVE was in line with the accuracy that Sandvad [34]
achieved with real sources in an anechoic chamber. According to Pulkki
[15] this is expected, because results achieved in anechoic chambers can be
qualitatively applied in moderately reverberant conditions like a virtual room
due to the precedence effect.
In the static experiment [P5], the median localization error is smaller
with real sources than with virtual sources as expected, because virtual sound
source is distributed to three loudspeakers and therefore it is spatially blurred.
In addition, measured localization accuracy with static virtual sources was in
line with the accuracy achieved with individualized HRTFs by Sandvad [34]
and Djelani et al. [32]. This was better than expected, but understandable due
to the fact that each listener uses his/her own ears in loudspeaker reproduction. Martin et al. [35] reported localization accuracy of the virtual sources
that is comparable with the localization accuracy of the real source. As expected, localization accuracy in experiments reported in [P5] was smaller
than accuracy in optimal conditions.
In experiments [P3-P8], there were no front-back confusions or other
errors generated by the cone of confusion. These were avoided because subjects could freely move and rotate their head during the experiments.
In general, screen compensation did not affect localization accuracy. The
only exception was the situation where the virtual source was reproduced
using one visible loudspeaker and two others behind the screens. In that
case and without the screen compensation, the timbre difference between the
three used signal sources was too large to produce a single virtual source due
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to the stream segregation effect [62]. Subjects reported that instead of one
stimulus, they heard two simultaneous stimuli. With screen compensation,
subjects localize this source as accurately as other virtual sources.
In real source plots in Figure 5.3, the centers of the measured locations
are slightly shifted to the right and down. The shift to the right suggests
that although our direction indication device was equipped with a handle and
sight, the right-handed people (all our subjects) pointed slightly away from
the real location. Future research is needed to find out, how to design a
direction indication method that is insensitive to handedness.
Table 6.1: Results (in degrees) from different localization experiments using pointing as a direction indication method.

Azimuth Elevation
Static experiments
Sandvad 1996
Real source
7o
9o
o
HRTFs
7
10o
Djelani et al. 2000
HRTFs
Martin et al. 2001
Real source
HRTFs
Our experiment
Real source
4.5o
5.7o
Virtual source
4.9o
11.6o
Moving sound source experiment
Our experiment
13.4o
11.5o

Error angle

12.4o - 21.1o
8.0o - 11.0o
9.6o - 9.7o
8.5o
15.5o
20.8o

There was a statistically significant difference in accuracy between the
subjects. This is due to the fact that each person’s ears, head, and torso are
individual, and, therefore, each person receives an individual set of directional cues. In addition, this is in line with results achieved in other experiments.
Pulkki has found in his loudspeaker listening tests [37], that especially the
accuracy of elevation perception is highly individual. In headphone experiments with HRTFs [23], the similar variations between subjects were reported.
6.1.2

Moving sound source

In comparison with static virtual sources, the increase in median error angle
is comparable with the amount of minimum audible movement angle [18].
In the moving sound source experiment [P5], the achieved elevation accuracy was the same as that of static virtual sources (Table 6.1). The achieved
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azimuth accuracy was decreased compared to the static experiment. One explaining factor is that in all experiments subjects were allowed freely turn in
the middle of the EVE and therefore. in the static experiment subjects could
optimize their listening orientation for each position. With a moving sound
source this is not possible except for starting positions.
Although the measured azimuth error is slightly larger than the elevation
error, subjects showed less variation in their azimuth accuracy than in their
elevation accuracy. This is shown in Figure 5.5; the boxes for the azimuth
accuracy are smaller than the boxes for elevation accuracy. The same difference in variation applies also to the static experiment as shown in figure 5.2.
Box-plots do not reveal the time dependent features of the moving sound
sources. For further analysis, it is better to compare the time-azimuth and
time-elevation plots in Figure 5.10. Also in these plots, the subjects have less
variation (i.e., measured trajectories are closer to each other) in their azimuth
accuracy than in their elevation accuracy.
The difference between the localization accuracy of the static and moving sources can also be explained by other factors: the reaction delay at the
beginning of the trajectory and in the slow reactions to changes in the direction of the trajectory, as is evident in Figure 5.10. In both time-azimuth plots
the responses follow the moving source with delay. When the azimuth is increasing, most of the measured values are smaller than the source azimuth
value, and when the azimuth is decreasing, the measured values are greater
than the source value. This lag decreases the localization accuracy systematically. Figure 5.10 also suggests that direction changes in the azimuth are
better perceived than in the elevation. Some part of the latency is explained
by the normal latency in human reaction time. For further analysis, similar
experiments should be accomplished with moving visual targets. This is one
area for future research.
The difference between the stimuli was statistically significant (0.05 confidence level) but not highly significant (0.01 confidence) for the azimuth error, or for the error angle. This is also shown in Figure 5.5. The notches in
the box plots overlap especially in the azimuth and error angle cases. In addition, the difference between the subjects in azimuth error was not statistically
highly significant, as shown in Figure 5.6. Individual azimuth error medians
are close to each other while there is a large difference in elevation error medians. Pink noise was not the most accurate stimulus, as expected. The frog
stimulus seems to provide the most accurate results. One explanation is that
the subjects reported the frog stimulus to be the most irritating stimulus of
all. When a person gets irritated his/her attention level increases, and this
increases also the performance.
Trajectories measured in the moving sound source experiment suggest
that loudspeaker positions have an effect on trajectories. Measured trajectories have a tendency to bend toward the loudspeaker positions. In Figure
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5.10 in the left column, the ends of the measured trajectories are bent towards a loudspeaker located in position -90 in azimuth and -39 in elevation.
In the time-azimuth plot, the average measured end azimuth value is about
-95 degrees. In contrast, the end azimuth value of the target sound was -110
degrees.
This bending may be partly explained by the masking effect [1] (page
223). In the research environment, there is a background noise due to the
air conditioning. When the virtual source location is near one of the loudspeakers, the signals from the other two loudspeakers could be masked by
the background noise, and the subject could hear only the signal from the
one loudspeaker.
6.1.3

Moving sound source with distracting auditory stimulus

With interfering noise, the localization blur is dependent on signal levels and
frequencies [1]. If the level of the target signal is about 10 - 15 dB above
the interfering noise, the localization blur is at the same level as it would
be without the interfering noise. On the other hand, in an article by Tuyen
and Letowski [63] it was mentioned that a 6 dB signal-to-noise ratio is appropriate for tasks requiring accurate frontal localization. In the experiment
described in [P4], the distracting stimulus increased the localization blur, although the gain difference between the target sound and distracting sound
was 10 dB. In most cases the distracting stimulus only decreased the accuracy of localization. In ten percent of the cases there was confusion when the
subject temporarily pointed to the distracting stimulus instead of the target.
In [P4], the same stimulus was used as a target sound and as a distracting
stimulus. Subjects were expected to have more confusions with sounds. In
the experiment, the target sound was played before the distracting sound.
As a result, subjects concentrated on the target sound and the effect of the
distracting sound was diminished.
Distracting auditory stimulus results were measured before the changes
in research environment. In Table 6.2, the comparison of results measured
in the moving sound source experiment before the changes in research environment [P3] and after the changes [P5] are shown. The median of the
elevation error decreased from 24.1 to 11.5 degrees, but the standard deviation is almost the same. In azimuth the differences are insignificant. Since
the standard deviation of the measured values does not change remarkably,
the results achieved in the distracting auditory stimulus experiment can be
considered to be reliable.
6.1.4

Other issues

In this section the selection of the signal, reproduction, perception and measurement method is discussed.
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Table 6.2: Changes in measured results after changes in a design of the virtual
room.

Median of amount of error
Standard deviation

Azimuth
P3
P5
o
12.5
13.4o
o
18.4
19.1o

Elevation
P3
P5
o
24.1
11.5o
o
19.4
16.2o

In an informal evaluation of the virtual room (section 4.2.1) different
kinds of signals (high- and low-pass filtered noise and some filtered speech
signals) were used. For example, signals having frequencies only above 3
kHz were perceived all the time above horizontal plane, even when they are
reproduced using loudspeaker in the horizontal plane or below the horizontal plane. This in line with findings by Middlebrooks [17]. In his article,
he mentioned that manipulations of the sound source spectrum can generate
erroneous localization responses especially in elevation.
According to experience achieved during this research, designing and
evaluating the virtual room is crucial to achieve a good localization accuracy. Before enhancements described in section 4.2.1, the median of amount
of elevation error varied from 12.1 degrees (static real source) up to 24.1 degrees (moving sound source). After enhancements the median of the amount
of elevation error varied from 5.7 degrees (static real source) up to 11.6 degrees (static virtual source). Enhancements did not affect measured azimuth
accuracy.
Another thing to consider is the effect of the loudspeaker configuration
in a virtual room. The problem in a virtual room is that due to a visual display
configuration, there are many areas where one cannot set loudspeakers. Ballas et al. [64] explored the effect of auditory rendering on perceived movement. According to their experiment, increasing the number of loudspeakers
in VBAP reproduction enhanced the accuracy in perceived movement. In
EVE it might be possible to add additional loudspeakers to achieve better
accuracy, but it is a topic for future experiments.
The proper direction indication method was found through an iterative
process. In the preliminary experiment in [65], a wand was used for pointing.
It was found that a wand is not suitable to use as a direction indication device.
In following experiments [P2-P4], a tracked baton was used and results were
more accurate. For the final experiments [P5], the handle and sight were
added to the tracked baton, and the most accurate results were achieved with
this direction indication method.
Other researchers have shown that pointing [32, 35] is more accurate
than other direction indication methods. This suggests that direction indication method affects results and a poorly chosen direction indication method
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will decrease the reliability of the localization results.
Pulkki [37] found in his listening tests that perceiving elevation of a virtual source varies between the subjects. Results in this thesis support his
findings. There were remarkable differences between the subjects. The most
accurate subject had a median error that was much less than the median error of the most inaccurate subjects. Even though there was a large variation
between the subjects, each subject was consistent and in the moving sound
source experiment the same trajectory for all stimuli was perceived for each
subject. Impact of the subject’s level of experience was not measured. It is
one possible area for the future research.

6.2

Navigation

The navigation paths in the audio-visual experiment [P6] suggested that the
subjects used the auditory cue (if available) to define the approximate direction to the target gate, and the visual cue (if available) in the final approach.
This is natural because auditory cue can be used when the target is not visible
which may happen at first. Visual cue is more accurate and therefore is used
in the final approach. When both cues were available navigation from one
gate to the next was a straightforward task.
The navigation paths in the auditory cue experiment [P7]with Pitch information are less complex than without it. In particular, the height changes
smoothly when approaching the target gate.
The results of the auditory cue experiment [P7] in section 5.2.2 prove that
the assumption about the difficulty of hearing the height of a sound source
was correct. When elevation information is encoded with the navigation cue
signal, subjects found gates faster and length of the travel paths were shorter.
When the results of the audio-visual (section 5.2.1) [P6] and auditory
cue [P7] experiments are compared an interesting result can be found. The
normalized travel path lengths with Visual cue are close to Pitch and All
stimuli results (no significant difference, p = 0.50). However, search times
were longer with auditory navigation (highly significant difference p = 0.00).
In any case, our results suggested that auditory navigation is almost as easy
as visual navigation.
The choice to use noise bursts as a base auditory stimulus was based on
results from our preliminary navigation experiment [50] and was supported
by results from Walker et al. [51]. In their follow up experiment, Walker et
al [52] explored the effect of the capture radius. In experiments described in
[P6, P7], a fixed size capture radius was used in both experiments. The size of
the radius was chosen during informal tests before the reported experiments.
In this informal test, it was found that the size of the radius is a trade-off
between the speed and accuracy. Results by Walker et al., confirm these
informal findings.
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6.3 Orientation
All the subjects understood the auditory artificial horizon [P8] immediately
and found it intuitive to use. Most of the subjects needed only one training
round for each auditory condition before they started the experiment test sets.
No significant difference was found in performance times under different
conditions. This suggests, that auditory cues did not increase the cognitive
load of the subjects.
The amount of disorientation was larger in pitch angle than in roll angle
for each condition. The difference varies from 0.7 degrees (gain condition) up
to 1.6 degrees (visual condition). This difference suggest, that subjects used
the horizontal visual cues in front of them to keep the roll angle oriented.
The pitch angle was harder to keep oriented, especially when subjects were
moving up or down the aisles.
Orientation accuracy did not change between the two test sets in visual
condition. In auditory conditions, subjects performed better in the second
test set than in the first test set (see for example table 3 in [P8]). This suggests that subjects had learned to use the auditory artificial horizon during the
experiment.
In subjective ranking, the gain condition was preferred. Although pitch
condition was subjectively ranked second best, two of the subjects reported
that it was annoying. Rate condition was found least useful because it did
not contain a clear reference value for the perfect orientation as did other two
auditory conditions. This result suggests, that providing reference value information, is an important part of designing auditory stimulus. This supports
the point made by Walker and Kramer [66] that it is crucial to test any sound
design and not rely on the intuitions.
The use of auditory artificial horizons in real usage scenarios is an open
question. One can argue that it will disturb the communication if there are
group of people exploring the model.
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7

Summary and conclusions

This work is one of the first studies to explore the localization accuracy of
loudspeaker reproduced sounds in a virtual room. In addition, spatialized auditory cues in navigation have been successfully applied. Finally, a working
auditory artificial horizon was designed and tested. In this chapter the summary of the main results, a few potential applications, and directions for the
future research are presented.

7.1

Main results

The basic research topic was to measure the localization accuracy in a virtual
room. The main results of the localization experiments can be summarized
as follows:
• Localization accuracy of static real sources in a virtual room is as good
as the localization accuracy of static real sources in an anechoic chamber.
• Localization accuracy of loudspeaker reproduced static virtual sources
is as good as the localization accuracy of static virtual sources reproduced using individualized HRTFs.
• Localization accuracy of the moving sound source is less accurate than
the localization accuracy of the static virtual source. The difference is
comparable to the minimum audible movement angle.
• Additional distracting auditory stimulus decrease the localization accuracy of the moving sound source.
Main results of the navigation experiments are:
• Auditory navigation is possible in a 3D environment even without any
visual cues.
• Simultaneous visual and auditory cues support each other in navigation
and are more efficient than navigation using visual or auditory cues
alone.
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• Providing additional auditory coded distance and elevation information increases the subject’s auditory navigation performance.
The main result of the orientation experiment is:
• The auditory artificial horizon helps subjects keep the model better
oriented than without it.
In addition to scientific results, the following findings were made during
the experiments:
• Direction indication method affects measured localization accuracy.
• Design of the virtual room affects localization accuracy. Design includes reflection minimization and finding a proper calibration signal.
• Screen compensation does not affect localization accuracy, but it improves perceived quality.
• Subjects prefer auditory cues that clearly indicate important reference
values. For example, in the orientation experiment, two of the auditory
cues provided accurate information, when the model was in the correct
position. Subjects rated these two better than the third one that did not
provide the reference value.

7.2 Applying the results
Although the achieved localization accuracy of virtual sources was not at the
level of the human perception, it is accurate enough to enable auditory navigation and use of auditory artificial horizons. This suggests that spatial sound
reproduction could be used more often than currently in different virtual reality application areas mentioned in section 1. In flight simulators, it can be
applied to inform the pilot about other planes and their location. In virtual
environment games, the player could localize targets and other important objects according to their directional auditory cues. In scientific visualization,
point-like auditory beacons could be used, for example, to ’highlight’ interesting parts of the models, such as important molecular structures in large
molecular complexes or critical pressure values in complex 3D computational fluid dynamics data sets. As with the virtual environment games, spatialized auditory cues help the user to localize the most interesting molecules,
component and targets, which gives the user better insight to data.
Auditory artificial horizon could be used in tasks where the upright position is crucial to the task and visual feedback is not available and/or feasible.
One potential group of users for an auditory artificial horizon and auditory
navigation systems is visually impaired people.

7.3 Future directions
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Since the achieved localization accuracy was at the same level as with
individualized HRTFs in headphone reproduction, it can be assumed that auditory navigation and an auditory artificial horizon should work in virtual
environments applying headphone reproduction. Further research is needed
to support this.
Localization accuracies of different virtual rooms and audio reproduction systems could be estimated in a short period of time using the signals
and interactive method described in section 4.2.1.

7.3

Future directions

There are three main directions for future research. The first is applying
auditory navigation and an auditory artificial horizon in different kinds of
virtual environments. The second is to employ spatial audio in other common
tasks in virtual reality applications and the third is to explore in more detail
multi-stimuli and multimodal situations.
All the experiments in this research were accomplished in a single virtual room. Further research is needed to determine if the auditory navigation
and auditory artificial horizon can be applied in other kinds of virtual environments with different kinds of spatial audio reproductions methods, visual
displays, and interaction devices and methods.
In this research, localization, navigation and orientation were explored.
As described in Chapter 1, there are other common tasks in virtual reality
application like data representation, object selection, and manipulation, in
which the spatial audio could be employed.
Except the distracting auditory stimulus localization experiment, all the
experiments were accomplished using one auditory stimulus at a time. Further experiments will be needed to show how well subjects could perform
in multi-stimuli tasks. In navigation experiment effect of combined audiovisual stimuli was explored. In this experiment, auditory and visual cue supported each other. Further research is needed to determine how the subjects
will perform in a situation of conflicting audio-visual stimuli. Another even
larger open research area is to explore the interaction of combined visual,
auditory, and tactile stimuli.
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Summary of publications and
author’s contribution
This chapter summarizes the publications incorporated in this thesis and describes the author’s contribution. The author of this thesis is the primary
author of all the publications, with the exception of [P7]. The author is the
sole author of publications [P2] and [P4].
Publication [P1]
M. Gröhn, T. Lokki, L. Savioja, and T. Takala.
Some Aspects of Role of Audio in Immersive Visualization.
In Visual Data Exploration and Analysis VIII, Proceedings of SPIE Vol. 4302,
pages 13–22, San Jose, Jan. 2001.
This article describes the field and basic concepts of this research. The
four common tasks in immersive visualization: localization, navigation, orientation, and sonification are defined in this article. Spatial sound reproduction can be applied in each of these tasks.
The author is responsible for sections 1-4, and section 6 of this article.
Section 5 summarize the preliminary navigation experiment that was accomplished together with other authors and is originally published in [50].
Publication [P2]
M. Gröhn.
Is Audio Useful in Immersive Visualization?
In Stereoscopic Displays and Virtual Reality Systems IX, Proceedings of SPIE
Vol. 4660, pages 411–421, San Jose, Jan. 2002.
This article examines the localization results of the static sound sources
in a virtual room using a tracked baton as a pointing device. The median absolute azimuth error was 6.9 degrees, and elevation error was 15.9. degrees.
The author was the sole contributor and researcher in this study except
for sections 5.1 and 5.2. In these sections there is a short summary of the
preliminary localization experiment published in more detail in [65].
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Publication [P3]
M. Gröhn, T. Lokki, and T. Takala.
Static and dynamic sound source localization in a virtual room.
In Proceedings of AES 22nd International Conference on Virtual, Synthetic
and Entertainment Audio, pages 337–344, June 2002, Espoo, Finland.
The main outcome of this article is the localization results of the moving
sound sources. The median absolute azimuth error for a moving source was
12.5 degrees, while elevation error was 23.4. degrees. Localization accuracy
of starting points was similar to the localization accuracy of static sources in
[P2].
The author was responsible for this experiment and performed the majority of the work. Tapio Lokki and Tapio Takala assisted in test design.
Publication [P4]
M. Gröhn.
Localization of a moving virtual sound source in a virtual room, the effect of
a distracting auditory stimulus.
In Proceedings of the International Conference on Auditory Display (ICAD
2002), pages 394–402, Kyoto, Japan, 2.-5. Jul. 2002.
The findings in this article include the effect of a distracting auditory
stimulus in the localization results of the moving sound sources. With a distracting stimulus the median absolute error for a moving source was 17.0
degrees, while elevation error was 25.4 degrees. As expected distracting auditory stimulus decreased the accuracy compared to results achieved in [P3].
The author was the sole contributor and researcher in this study.
Publication [P5]
M. Gröhn, T. Lokki, and T. Takala.
Localizing loudspeaker reproduced sounds in a cave-like room.
Accepted to published in Presence: Teleoperators and Virtual Environments,
Vol. 16, 2007.
The main result of this article was the localization results after the changes
in a test environment, and the direction indication method explained more in
detail in section 4.2.1. In the localization results reported in papers [P2-4],
there were systematic errors in elevation. Perceived locations were above
the location of the sources. Before enhancements the median of the absolute
error for the azimuth was 6.9 degrees and for elevation 15.9 degrees. After
enhancements the value for the azimuth was 4.8 degrees, and for elevation
10.8 degrees. With a moving source, prior to the enhancements the value for
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the azimuth was 12.5 degrees and for elevation 24.1 degrees, while after the
enhancements the value for the azimuth was 13.4 degrees, and for elevation
10.0 degrees. An accurate direction indication method was developed as a
side product of this experiment.
The author was responsible for this experiment and performed the majority of the work. Tapio Lokki and Tapio Takala assisted in test design.
Publication [P6]
M. Gröhn, T. Lokki, and T. Takala.
Comparison of auditory, visual and audio-visual navigation in a 3D space.
In Proceedings of the International Conference on Auditory Display ICAD
2003, pages 200–203, Boston, 6.-9. Jul. 2003.
Reprinted in ACM Transactions on Applied Perception Vol. 2 Nr. 4, 2005.
This article compared auditory, visual and audio-visual navigation in a
3D space. Audio-visual navigation was clearly most efficient. Visual navigation was second, and the auditory navigation was least efficient. Further
analysis of the travel paths indicated that the auditory cue was used in the
beginning to locate the next target, and the visual cue was the most important
in the final approach to the gate.
The author was responsible for this experiment and performed the majority of the work. Tapio Lokki and Tapio Takala assisted in test design.
An international panel selected the best papers from the first ten ICAD
conferences, and reprinted them in a special issue of ACM Transactions on
Applied Perception. This article was included in this publication.
Publication [P7]
T. Lokki, and M. Gröhn.
Navigation with auditory cues in a virtual environment.
IEEE Multimedia, Vol. 12, Nr. 2, pages 80–86, Apr.–Jun. 2005.
The findings of this article included the results of the two navigation
experiments. The audio-visual navigation experiment is the same as in publication [P6], but the results were analyzed more in detail. Differences reported
in [P6] were found to be statistically significant.
Totally new results are provided based on the comparison of carefully
designed auditory cues and the basic auditory cue used in the first experiment.
Navigation performance increased with auditory cues providing additional
elevation and distance information.
These experiments are based on the author’s code implemented for the
audio-visual navigation experiment. The author ran the audio-visual navigation tests and made the basic statistical analysis described in the publication
[P6]. Tapio Lokki ran the auditory cue comparison experiment and analyzed
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both experiments more thoroughly. We both contributed to the discussion
and conclusions.
Publication [P8]
M. Gröhn, T. Lokki, and T. Takala.
An orientation experiment using auditory artificial horizon.
In Proceedings of the International Conference on Auditory Display (ICAD
2004), Sydney, 6.-9. Jul. 2004, 6 pages.
Results of the orientation experiments were included in this publication.
We designed three different auditory artificial horizons to provide orientation
information to users. We compared the subject’s performance with these
three and then without auditory cues. Subjects performed better with any
auditory artificial horizon than without it. There was no significant difference
in accuracy between the three auditory cues.
The author was responsible for this experiment and performed the majority of the work. Tapio Lokki and Tapio Takala assisted in test design.
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